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Linguistic aspects of eponymic professional 
endocrinoiogic terminology

Abstarct. Background. Special linguistic researches of terminological units of different branches of medicine 
allow analyzing in details the ways of creating the systems of clinical terminology from different aspects: historical, 
scientific, cultural, linguistic and semantic. There is a wide area of terminology related to the clinical and experimen
tal endocrinology within general medical terminological system. The purpose of the study: to demonstrate the 
structure of endocrine medical terms: —- eponyms through the prism of systematization of methodological research
es on eponymic vocabulary. Materials and methods. The actual material received as a result of a total choice 
of eponyms (there were 296 terms) from the uReference dictionary for endocrinologist’, which was composed by 
the scientists of V. Danilevsky Instittite of Endocrine Pathology Problems and Kharkiv Medical Academy of Post
graduate education — A.V. Kozakov, N.A. Kravchun, I.M. Ilyina, M.l. Zubko, O.A. Goncharova, I.V. Cherniavska 
has 10,000 endocrine terms, the authors successfully streamlined medical terms of the clinical and experimental 
endocrinology into the vocabulary. The method of total choice of terms from professional literature, the descriptive 
method and distributive method were used in the study that allowed distinguishing lexical and semantic features of 
eponymic terms in the branch of endocrinology. Results. The obtained results point out to the modernity of studies 
in the field of clinical and experimental endocrinology, which is due to the fact that this is the oldest terminology, 
by the example of which it is possible to trace the ways of formation, development and improvement of terms, the 
realization of semantic processes, certain trends, ways and means of word formation. Conclusions. The results of 
the research on the above mentioned sublanguage of clinical medicine at the level of linguistic observations of the 
functioning in dictionaries and scientific works will not only highlight the linguistic aspects of professional medical 
terms, but also will help the linguists to master the etymology of professional terms.
Keywords: linguistics; endocrinoiogic term; clinical terminology; onomastics; eponymic term

Introduction
Many modem onomastic researches display the 

opinion about peculiarities of eponymic vocabulary, 
which can be observed not only in the process of choos
ing the material for analyzing, but in phonetic, orpho- 
epic, morphologic translation as well. Thus, taking into 
account the specificity of the subject and the aims of 
Onomastics (Onomatology) as a branch of linguistics, 
as well as of all its aspects (Eponymics, Toponomactics, 
Anthroponomastics, Hydromaticsetc.), the topicality 
of the study is the determination of methodological fea
tures of eponymic onomatology. From this view, medi
cal terms — phrases that include proper names in the 
branch of clinical and experimental endocrinology were 
chosen for the object of our research. Endocrinology is 
considered to be one of the young branches of medicine,

because as an independent branch, it began to exist in the 
late nineteenth century.

The accumulation of experience of numerous millen
nia as well as attracting animals’ glands for the medical 
purposes influenced the formation of scientific endocri
nology. The usage of animals’ organs was associated with 
the cult of animals that was widely spread in primitive so
ciety. According to the cult, the animals were considered 
to be the patrons and guardians of people from different 
diseases. Thus, treatment of animals’ organs undoubtedly 
appeared at the time of antiquity. In the slave period the 
idea of endocrine organs and their treatment was formed. 
Such diseases as dwarfism, gigantism, hermaphroditism 
and other^ were associated with the work of endocrine 
system ana they were known during that period. The 
first scientific works dedicated to the endocrine glands
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appeared at that time: in India Aretha Kappadokysky 
( I - I I  cent. B.C.) devoted his research work to the con
ditions of diabetic patients; in China, in the work “De
scription of water and dry land” (770—220 years B.C.), 
the term goiter appeared for the first time. The disease 
was described as a result of drinking contaminated wa
ter, as well as the result of heavy psychoemotional expe
riences. It is interesting to know that, at that time, the 
main medicine for such disease was seaweed (algae). In 
India (2000 B.C.) the disease got the name goiter (“hala- 
handa”), the description of which was found in Indian 
religious books. In fibers Papyrus (XVI century B.C.) 
the instructions for the surgical treatment of goiter and 
the usage of medical salts of the Nile delta were given for 
the first time. Hippocrates (460-377 years B.C.) con
sidered that poor quality drinking water was the cause 
of goiter. Such scientists as Vitruvius (in the first century 
B.C.), Pliny, Juvenal (in the I cent. A.D.); Ulpian (in 
the II cent. B.C.); Celsius (25 B.C. — 45 A.D.), Galen 
(130—210 B.C.), dedicated their scientific works to the 
problems of endocrine glands and they recommended 
surgery for the treatment of goiter, by burning skinand 
squeezing the content of cysts. Byzantine doctors Ae- 
tius Amidenus (VI cent. A.D.) and Paul Ehinskyy (in 
the XVII cent. A.D.) recommended*sea water for the 
treatment of goiter. In4he gra of formation of capital
ist relations in Western Europe (in the XVI—XVII cent.) 
during the,growth and development of technology and 
culture huge changes in science were observed. Medicine 
was enriched with new scientific knowledge about the 
anatomy of the endocrine glands (the works of Vesalius, 
Kasseriya, Wharton, Yevstahiya, Bartolini et al.), that al
lowed scientists to get closer to the study of the functions 
of the glands and their treatment. At this time the world 
saw such scientific works as: the works of Swiss physi
cian Paracelsus (1493—1541), where the scientist made 
the first discovery in diagnosing of goiter, the causes of 
its appearance and the links with neurology diseases; the 
medical research made by British doctor Willis (1622— 
1678), where the impact of the goiter on the body was 
analyzed. In the XVIII—XIX centuries, when there a 
brisk and rapid development of science and technology 
was observed, numerous discoveries appeared in various 
branches of medicine. Endocrinology did not stand aside 
from the development of endocrine diseases. Exactly this 
historical period of time was considered to b^the time 
of scientific establishment of clinical and experimental 
endocrinology. Scientists proved that endocrinoiogic 
problems had relationship with almost all the branches 
of medicine, but most of all they were related with Car
diology, Oncology, Ophthalmology, Gastroenterology, 
Nephrology, Urology, Neurology, and Gynecology [10, 
p. 8]; [2, p. 3]. Thus, every historical period of develop
ment of endocrinology is accompanied by a large num
ber of prominent surnames of doctors who devoted their 
research to the development of the above mentioned 
medicine. The historical background references in this 
direction help in onomastic researches in depicting ep
onymic endocrine terms. The choice of methods and 
techniques in eponymic onomastic research depends on 
the object and tasks set by scientists at work.

The purpose of the study is to show the methodologi
cal research of eponymic vocabulary and to consider the 
particular structure of medical terms — eponyms through 
the prism of systematization.

Materials and methods
However, these two indicators are organically con

nected and separate them is impossible. Famous linguist 
O.V. Superanska notes that “it is difficult to separate the 
method and the reception and identify the hierarchy of 
methods” [12, p. 193]. In medical terminology along with 
the common names (from Latin: nomina aprelativa) are 
widely used proper names (from Latin: nomina propria, 
English proper name). Onomatology or (Onomastics), 
(from Greek Ovo|iaaxiicf| — “art of giving names”) — is 
a linguistic science which deals with a comprehensive 
study of proper vocabulary [8, p. 16].

From the point of our research, onyms are subdi
vided into: 1) theoretical onomatology (which estab
lishes the general laws of development and functioning 
of proper names); 2) descriptive onomatology (which 
depicts characteristic features of proper names that is 
carried out according regional or areal method, such 
following features are analyzed in a particular region 
or spread throughout all over the territory; 3) applied 
onomatology (that determines the form, accent, pro
nunciation, transcription, spelling, conjugation of 
eponyms, different models of their formation such as 
patronymic names, names of residents in the commu
nity, toponyms, etc. [14, p. 11]. Each part of onomatol
ogy has its own principles of forming terms in different 
branches of science. Proper names in medical termi
nology are related to linguistic term eponymy (from 
Greek Eponymos — “the one that gives the name, a 
person on behalf of whom the name originates ortakes 
place”) [6, 13]. Eponymicsis considered to be a lin
guistic discipline, because linguistics — is “the key to 
consideration and understanding of thenominal infor
mation” [3, p. 5]. In general, in linguistics metonymic 
hyphenation is the mechanism of eponymic terms for
mation [9, p. 80—83]. Russian scholar — lexicographer 
L.V. Xiltouched these questions while analyzing opera
tive — surgical terminology [4, p. 11—12]. Ukrainian 
linguist P.I. Stetsyuk [11] paid much attention to ep
onymic terms in cardiologic terminology. M.V. Dmi- 
truk [1], while analyzing veterinary terminology, paid 
much attention to author’s copyright names. Scientists 
observe interesting researches on individual subsystems 
of medical terminology, such as: Forensic medical ter
minology was analyzed by T. Lepekha, Dermatologic 
terminology was analyzed by O. Petrova; terms of Ra- 
diologicaLmedicine were analyzed by I. Korneyko and 
others. %it all the researchers came to a conclusion that 
the usage of eponyms in the scientific literature makes 
the text more concise and vivid.

The study of eponyms by modern, “ especially young 
scientists, allows to learn the history of the science 
deeper, to understand the roots on which modern mor
phological sciences are based” [9, p. 5]. Experienced 
doctors — experts, scientists in the Field, of morphology 
composereference — dictionaries, where terms — epo-
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nyms are used. It is clear that such dictionaries are of 
great need for medical students, because they are lack 
in Ukraine. It should be noted that nowadays there is 
no comprehensive lexical research devoted to etymo
logical analysis of endocrinological medico-clinical 
terminology. However, a complete list of clinical and 
experimental terms are presented in the “ Glossary- 
Diet ionary for endocrinologist” (“Reference diction
ary for endocrinologist”), which was composed by the 
scientists of Institute of Endocrine Pathology Prob
lems, named aft^r V. Danilevskiy and Kharkiv Medical 
Academy of Postgraduate education by A.V. Kazakov, 
N.A. Kravchun, I.M. Ilyina, M I. Zubko, O.A. Gon
charova, I.V. Cherniavska has 10,000 endocrine terms, 
where the authors successfully streamlined medical 
terms of clinical and experimental endocrinology into 
the vocabulary. The authors successfully streamlined 
medical terms of clinical and experimental endocrinol
ogy into the vocabulary.

Results
So, the actual material that^we have received as a 

result of a total choice of terms — eponyms (there were 
296 terms) of the above “Reference dictionary for en
docrinologist ”, leads to the conclusion that these ter
minological units may be found in different semantic 
constructions. Regarding their productivity they are di
vided into: the names of syndromes make up 69 %; the 
names of symptoms make up 28 %. According to their 
lexical structures the most spread are two component 
terms, such as: (Aaze syndrome, Berry symptom, Wolfs 
Straits) —^fnake up 67 % of analyzed vocabulary; three 
component terms (Debra Marie syndrome, Huns — Sa- 
lus symptom, a symptom of Charcot — Marie) — make 
up 22 %; the less spread are four component terms, 
for example (Van Wick — Ross — Henesa syndrome, 
Morhanyi — Stewart — Morel syndrome, Pehkrentsa — 
Babinsky — Frohlich syndrome) — make up 3 % of ana
lyzed terms. While speaking about syntactic models that 
are used as terms — eponyms in medical terminology, in 
most cases, there are two versions of them: substantive 
and attributive.

The results of the total choice of endocrinoiogic 
terms — eponyms allow us to conclude that the most 
spread model of formation of terms is ^substantive 
model:

thenoun (in Genitive case.), expressed by proprial term 
+

thenoun (in Nominative case), expressed by an appellative term.

So, let us focus more on examples of terminological 
verbalization in terminological system of Embryology 
based on systematically — semasiological, onomatologi- 
cal, functional and communicative analysis.

The most spread area of terms — eponyms is in the 
names of syndromes and symptoms, especially when they 
have simple, binomial construction: (propriativ + appe- 
iative).

Let us consider the etymology of some of them: Ad
dison’s syndrome is a chronic adrenal insufficiency, the

clinical name is “hypocortisolism”. This pathologic 
condition was first described by British physician Thor 
as Addison (1855); Burnett’s syndrome is another nan 
of “milk-alkaline syndrome”. For the first time tl 
term was described by an American doctor S.N. Bu 
nett (1901 — 1967); Wolfram syndrome is another nan 
of synonymous D1DMOAD syndrome: the abbreviate 
is composed of the first letters of the main manifest 
tions of the syndrome (Diabetes, Insipidus, Diabetes 
Mellius, Optic atrophy, Deafness). This syndrome w 
described for the first time by an American doctor D 
Wolfram; Kylin syndrome is another name for “anorex 
nervosa” — a disease that relates to progressive loss 
body weight, which leads to dysfunction of the end 
crine system. The name comes from the name of Swe< 
ish scientist Eskil Kylin (1889—1975); Conn’s syndroi 
or another name is “syndrome of primary aldostero] 
ism” or (adenoma of renal cortex). For the first tin 
this syndrome Was described by American endocrinoL 
gist Jerome *W. Conn (1907-1994); Leschke syndroi 
is another name for “dystrophy”, the inherited genet 
endocrine disease. The name originates from the nan 
of German General practitioner E.F.W. Leschke (1887 
1933), who first discovered this disease; Lundbaek sy 
drome is another name for “diabetic angiopathy”, tl 
name comes from the name of a Danish doctor Kni 
Lundbaek (1912); Melihov symptom is a specific view 
the patient, which is observed in goiter, due to contra 
tion of facial muscles. This condition .was described I 
doctor P.G. Melikhov (1941), who dealt with probler 
of hyperthyroidism and described 75 symptoms of tl 
disease; Raynaud’s symptom is a dermatologic disease 
the upper extremities with damage of small arteries ai 
arterioles that is provoked by endocrinological risk fa< 
tor (disturbance in the work of thyroid gland). For tl 
first time the disease was described in 1862 by Frenc 
physician Maurice Raynaud (Maurice A.G. Raynaui 
(1834—1881); Hashimoto’s disease is the other name 
“goiter Hashimoto”, inflammation of the thyroid glan 
The disease was described 100 years ago, by Japanese sc 
entist Hashimoto etc.

Let us consider the ety mology of endocrine eponym 
terms that consist of three or four terms in their structur 
Althauzen — Sorkyn syndrome (Althauzen method) 
A.J Althauzen and E.M. Sorkyn (1933) studied the ear 
manifestations of the syndrome pre coma, another nan 
for the disease is “hematorenal syndrom”: Wohlwill 
Andrade syndrome — for the first time this endocrin< 
logical syndrome was described by German neurol< 
gist Joachim Friedrich Wohlwill (1881—1958) in 194 
A del ailed clinical description and analysis of etiology < 
the disease was done in 1952 by Portuguese neurologi 
Mario de Andrade Root (1906-2005); Achard — Thie 
syndrome — the synonym of the disease is “bearded w( 
man syndrome”, which is associated with the disorders < 
the thyroid gland in women. In the name of the diseai 
there are the names of two doctors, who described th 
syndrome: Frqjnch physician E.Ch. Achard (1860—194- 
and French neurologist J. Thiers (1885); Kearns — Sayi 
syndromeis a synonym for “pigment retinitis”, “comple 
heart block”, thus there is a combination of sympton
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of the nervous and endocrine systems. The clinical pic
ture of the disease was examined and described in 1958 by 
English physician Thomas P. Kearns and George Pome
roy Sayre; Martin — Albright syndrome is a synonym for 
“pseudohypothyroid syndrome”, a disease associated 
with disposing of tissue by thyroid hormones. In the name 
of the disease we can find the names of two doctors: Swiss 
physician A. Martin and American doctor F. Albright 
(1900); Ghadimi — Partington — Hunter syndrome is 
another name for “Histudunemia” , in the name of the 
disease there are the names of doctors who first described 
the clinic of the disease: American pediatrician Hossein 
Ghadimi (1922), Canadian pediatrician Michael W. 
Partington (1926) and Canadian doctor Andrew Tate 
Hunter (1927); De Toni —  Fanconi — - Debre syndrome is 
a genetic disease, which is associated with enzyme defi
ciency of proximal tubules of the kidneys. The name of 
the disease originates from the name of Italian pediatri
cian G. de Toni (1895), French pediatrician A.R. Debre 
(1882) and Swiss pediatrician G. Fanconi (1892); Mor- 
gagni — Stewart —  Morel syndrome is another name for 
“frontal hyperostosis”, for the first time the disease was 
described by Italian physician and ailatomist G.V. Mor- 
gagni (1682-1771), English neurologist R.M. Stewart 
(XX cent.), Swiss psychiatrist F. Morel (1888-1957); 
Lynch — Kaplan —  Henn —  Krush syndrome is a complex 
hereditary abnormalities, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipid- 
emia, hypogonadism and others. In the name of the dis
ease we can find the names of the doctors who described 
and analyzed the aforementioned syndrome, an American 
physician and geneticist Henry T. Lynch (1928), Ameri
can geneticist and psychiatrist Arnold Raymond Kaplan 
(1926), American therapist Mary Josephine Henn (1919) 
and American biologist Anne J. Krush; Pehkrants — 
Babinsky —  Frohlich syndrome is a neuroendocrine 
syndrome, another name is “adiposogenital dystrophy” 
which is characterized by obesity. The name that came 
to us in this form was given by a famous neurosurgeon 
Harvey Williams Cushing (Harvey Williams Cushing, 
1869—1939), who is considered to be the father of mod
em neurosurgery of the brain. He dedicated the name of 
the disease to well known experts: Russian neurosurgeon 
Pehkrants, who studied this symptom in 1899, doctor- 
neurologist Joseph Babinsky (the research on the follow
ing topic was done in 1900) and the Austrian neurologist 
Alfred Frohlich (the research was done in 1901) [5].

Having analyzed the following material, we came to 
the conclusion that the main notional meaning in epo
nymic medical terms belongs to common noun (ap
pellative name), but it is a proper name (eponym) that 
supplements the medical term for some biographical in
formation, the knowledge of which makes it possible to 
reveal the etymology of complex medical terms in detail.

However, it should be noted that in the function of 
proprial name may be not only the surname of the scien
tist, but also a name of aliterary character. For example, 
in Endocrinology, there is so called Pickwick syndrome, 

the origin of which is rather interesting, because it is 
based on one of the characters ofthe novel “The Posthu
mous Papers of the Pickwick Club” written by Charles 
Dickens in 1837. This literary character was overweight

and had all the signs of endocrine disease as “hypersom
nia”. The hero of the novel remained in medicine as a 
classic example of Pickwick syndrome. The syndrome 
was analyzed and described for the first time by promi
nent Canadian physician William Osier (1849—1919) in 
1918 [5]. There are two opposite postpositions as for the 
usage of eponymic'formations in medical terminology in 
different medical branches.

Discussion
Some scientists support the idea that it is better to 

avoid the usage of terms — eponyms as proper names, 
because they do not bring any practical information, 
as they were created only to immortalize the names, 
surnames of the researches that were involved into the 
nomination of terms. And that is why it is advisable to 
replace eponymic terms into qualification ones that di
rectly reflect the essence of the term.

To the exceptions belong the names that were firmly 
established for a? long time in the medical terminol
ogy and from Which the derived words were originated 
from. In such cases eponymic terms remain as equally 
synonymic to qualification ones.

Thus, in our research we came across with many 
names, where the phenomenon of synonymy, even on 
proprial level was considered. For example:

Bazedov disease is characterized by exophthalmia, 
goiter and tachycardia. As far as the etymology of the 
term is concerned, there is the evidence that in 1840 
German physician Carl Bazedov in “Exophthalmos due 
to hypertrophy of tissue cells in the eye sockets” first gave 
a classic description of the disease, which he called “ex
ophthalmic cachexy” , and in most countries since that 
time the disease is called Bazedov’s disease. However, in 
the UK this disease is called Graves’ disease, in Italy — 
Flayani disease (the names of doctors who were involved 
in this issue) [5, p. 16]. Grove syndrome was described 
by Doctor A1 Jemmy Grove and his colleagues in 1978. 
However, there are other names of this endocrine di
sease, achalasia syndrome, addisonism — alacrima syn
drome or triple AAA.

In the name of the disease is seen the term “addiso
nism” which has eponymyc etymology and originates 
from the name of the famous English physician Thomas 
Addison (Thomas Addison) (1793-1860), who is consid
ered to be the father of modem endocrinology [5]. An
other scientists’ opinionis that the usage of eponyms and 
the study of medical terms — eponyms by specialists will 
facilitate a deeper understanding of the evolution of clini
cal thinking, diagnosis, history of medicine, raises the in
tellectual level of the medical men, because the part of 
human history and culture is concentrated in them.

As G.N. Toporov in the preface to his dictionary 
of eponymyc terms of clinical anatomy writes: “ ...The 
usage of anatomical terms, which include the names 
or the names of the researchers, who first described the 
anatomical formation, promote better orientation in the 
topographic anatomical location of organ or its planes... 
it is necessary forfvork with scientific literature, Where 
the terms are indicated eponymycally, that is, without a 
detailed explanation of meaning” [13, p. 3].
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Conclusions
Compound eponymic medical term of any character 

demand sex act formulations and accuracy.
Having analyzed the research database of endocrine 

terms, it was certified a close relationship of eponymics 
with other branches of linguistics such as:

— Lexicology, where reveals the fact that onyms are 
lexical units and they obey to the laws of their study;

— derivatology (creation of proper names through 
available ways and means of the language);

— morphology (common features of inflection in 
proprial and appellative units);

— syntax (many nominations are of a syntactic struc 
tures);

— orthoepy and spelling (study features of pronun
ciation and spelling of onyms);

— stylistics (analysis of the use of proper names in dif
ferent styles of text);

— lexicography (rules of completing onomastic dic
tionaries);

— dialectology (usage of local forms of names);
— as well as bibliography and history of medicine and 

so on.
The proposed study has practical guidance and theo

retical studies, because there is a relationship with im
portant scientific tasks today — the introduction of an 
official national terminology for general practitioners, 
scientists of various specializations, in the learning pro
cess for the preparation of competent specialists in dif
ferent morphological disciplines.

Thus, our study shows that the usage of common ono
mastic principles, namely etymological, word — forma
tive, lexical semantic formation allow to disclose the 
nature of the nominating of complex medical terms, 
identify cross-language communication, and point out 
the historical and anthroponimical character naming ter
minological units containing their names to maximum.

Despite of significant progress in solving this prob
lematic issue, its solution still requires considerable sci
entific research of theoretical and practical study of the 
language material based on medical terms within the 
eponymic area.
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Bmuko HI, flaBAOBm A.5 ., SiAoyc 1.1., CeMeHKO I.B.
BAH3 Ykpoihm «byKOB\AHChK\Av\ Aep>KaBhMfi Mej\mu\Avi yHiBepcmev>, m. HepHiBiji, YKpaiHa

AiHrBicTMHHi acneKTM enoHiMiHHoI <t>axoBoV ©h a o k p h h h o T TepMiHOAOrii

Pe3K)Me. AjcmyajibHicmb. CneijiajibHi JiiHFBicTMHHi #ocjii- 
jm e H H X  TepMiHOJiori^HHX pi3HHX Me^HMHHX cn eu i-
aJIbHOCTeH £03B0JIflK)Tb fleTaJIbHO npOCTe)KHTH HIJIHXH (J)Op- 
MyBaHHH CMCTeMM KJiiHiHHoi TepMiHOJiorii 3 ypaxyBaHHJiM 
pi3HHX acneKTiB: icTopHHHHX, HayKOBMx, KyjibTypoJioriim nx  
Ta jiiHrBoceMaHTHHHMX. y  cMCTeMi 3arajibHOMe^ptMHOi Tep- 
MiHOJiorii icHye p03rajipKeHa c4>epa KJiiHiHHoi TepMiHOJiorii, 
m o CTOcycTbCtf KJiiHiHHoi Ta eKcnepHMeHTaJibHo'i eHHOKpHHO- 
jrorii. Mema docAidotcenHn: npojieMOHCTpyBaTM nepe3 npM3My 
CHCTeMaTM3auii MeTÔ ojiorinHMX £OCJiin>KeHb enomMiHHoi 
JieKCMKH 0C06jIMB0CTi CTpyKTypH eHHOKpMHHMX MeXiMMHMX

TepMiHiB-enotiiMiB. Mamepicuiu ma Memodu. MeTOflOM to- 
TajibHOi BUppKH wsl npOBefleHHa JiiHrBicTHHHoro cnocTe- 
pexeHH5i HaMH 6yjio bhhbjicho 296 Bep6â bHHX ô MHMUb 
3i «Cji0BHMKa-̂ 0BiAHHKa eH^0KpHH0Ji0ra», poapoGjieHoro 
cniBpo6iTHHKaMH fly «lHCTHTyT npoftjieM ennoKpHHHoi na- 
Tojioru iM. B.H. flaHHJieBCbKoro HAMH yKpaiHM» TaXapjciB- 
cbKoi MeAMHHoi aKanewii nicjiHjacHnjiOMHo'i ocBira O.B. Kosa- 
kobhm, H.O. KpaBMyH, I.M. IjibiHOK), M.l. 3y6KO, O.A. Foh- 
napoBOK), I.B. HepĤ BCbKoio, mo HapaxoBye 10()00eHAOKpH- 
HOJlOriHHUX TepMiHiB. y ripoueci AOCJlUUKeHHH BMKOpMCTaHO 
MeTOii cyuijibHoV BH6ipKM TepMiHiB i3 (Ĵ axoBoi JiiTepaTypH,
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npo6AeMM buluoT lukoam /Problems in the System of Higher Education/ IE
OriMCOBHH Ta AMCTpw6yTHBHMH MeTOilM, 111,0 A03B0JIHJIM BH- 
OKpeMHTH JieKCMKO-CeMaHTMHHi 0C06jIMB0CTi enOHiMî HHX 
TepMiHiB y rajiy3i eh^okpmhojiori'i. Pe3yAbmamu. OTpMMaHi 
pe3yjibTaTH BKa3yiOTb Ha cynacmcTb £ocjii#>KeHb y rajiy3i KJii- 
HiHHo’i Ta eKcnepHMeHTaJibHoi eH£0KpMH0Ji0rii, 3yM0BJieHHX 
thm . m o lie HaiiaaBHinia TepMiHOJiorii, Ha npHKna^i hkoi
MOXHa npOCTe^CHTH IIUI5IXH CTaHOBJieHHH, p03BHTKy Ta B£0 ~ 
CKOHajieHHH TepMiHiB, peajii3aiuio ceMaHTHHHHX npoueciB, 
neBHi TeH^eHiziL ciio co6h i MeTO^H cJi0B0TB0peHHH, a Ta-

ko>k (JjyHKiiioHyBaHHH uhx MeTOAiB caMe b rajry3i Me^nu 
hh. B u c h o g k u . flocjiizpKeHHH kjiIhwhoi TepMiHOJiorii Ha piB 
jiiHrBicTHHHoro cnocTepe>iceHHa 4>yHKuioHyBaHHH b cjiobhi 
Kax Ta HayKOBHx npaunx He jwme  ̂ 0 3B0JiHK>Tb BWOKpeMH' 
JimrBicTHHHi acneKTH 4>axoBnx TepMiHiB, ane Vi flonoMaraK)' 
(J>axiBUHM tuei rajiy3i mcxihjuhhh zjocicoHajio bojiozuth eraM< 
jiorieio cneniaJii3 0BaHHX TepMiHiB.
KjHOHOBi CJlOBa? JliHTBiCTHKa; eHZlOKpHHHHH TepMiH; KJ1 
HiHHa TepMiHOJiorii; OHOMacTHKa; enoHiMiHHHH TepMiH

6b/q/<o H M „ rioBAOBm A.5., SuAoyc l/l.l/l., CeMeHKO M.B.
BFY3 Yi<poMHbi «5yi<qbmhckmm rocyAopcTBeHHbiPi MeAMU,MHCi<Mt/i yHmepcmevK r. HepHOBUbi, Ykpomho

AnHrBMCTMHecKne acneKTbi anoHMMunecKOM np0<t>ecci40HaAbH0M 3HA0KpMH0A0rMHecK0M TepMMHOAorn
Pe3K)Me. AjcmyajibHOcntb. CneuiHa^bHbie jiMHrBHCTHHecKHe 
Hccjre^oBaHHH TepMHHOJioraHecKHX c o th h u  pa3Hbix MejiH- 
ijhhckhx cneuwajibHOCTeH n03B0JitfK>T ^eTaJibHO npoaHajra- 
3HpOBaTb nyTH (})OpMHpOBaHHfl CHCTeM KJI-HHHH'eCKOH Tep- 
MHHOJiorHH c yneTOM pa3JiHHHbix acneicroB: HCTopHHecKHx, 
HayHHbIX, KyjIbTypOJIOrHHeCKMX H JIMHTBOCeMaHTMHeCKMX. 
B CHCTeMe 06iuew Me£HllHHCKOH TepMHHOJIOrHM ZlOCTaTOHHO 
pacnpoeTpaHeHa pa3BeTBJieHHaa c<|)epa TepMMHOB, KOTOpan 
KacaeTCH KJIHHHHeCKOH H 3KCnepHMeHTaJlbH0H 3H.H-0KPHH0- 
jiothm. IfeAb p a 6 o m u : np0AeM0HCTpHp0BaTb Hepe3 npw3My 
CHCTeMaTH3ailHH MeTOflOJIOrHHeCKMX HCCJie^OBaHHH ano- 
HHMHHeCKOH JieKCHKH 0C06eHH0CTH SflWOKpHHOJIOrHHeCKHX 
TepMHH0B-3ii0HHM0B. M am epucuiu u M em odu . MeT0^0M 
TOTaJIbHOft Bbl6opKH RJM npOBe#eHH5I JIHHTBHCTHHeCKHX HC- 
cjieaoBaHMH HaMH 6buio np0aHajiH3np0BaH0 296 Bep6ajib- 
HblX eflHHHU M3 «CjIOBapH-CnpaBOMHHKa 3H50KpHH0JI0ra», 
cocTaBJieHHoro coTpynHHicaMK T Y  « H h c th tv t  npo6;ieM  
SHflOKpHHHOH naTOJIOTHH MM. B.%. flaHHJieBCKOTO HAMH  
ykpaHHbi» h  XapbKOBCKOH Me/iMUHHCKOM aicafleMHH nocjie- 
AHiuioMHoro 06pa30BaHH5i A.B. KxmKOBbiM, H.A. KpaB^yH, 
H.M. HnbMrf^M, M .H. 3y6KO, O.A. ToHHapOBOM, H.B. H ep- 
HilBCKOH, KOTOpblH BKJIIOHaeT 10 000 SHtfOKpHHOJIOrHHeCKHX 
TepMHHOB. B n p o u ecce  HccjieaoBaHHfl HcnojibsoBaHbi: Me-

TO£ CnJlOUJHOM Bbl6opKM TepMHHOB H3 npO(J)eCCHOHajIbHO 
JIHTepaTypbl, OTIHCaTeJIbHblW W IIMCTpH6yTMBHbIW MeTOilb 
KOTOpbie n03B0JIHJTH BbljieJTHTb JieKCMKO-CeMaHTHHeCKH 
0C06eHH0CTH 3nOHHMMHeCKOM TepMHHOJIOTHH b o6jiacT 
3H£0KpHH0Ji0rHH. Pe3ym m am bi. riojiyHeHHbie pe3yjibTaTi 
nOflTBep)KiiaiOT dpBpeMeHHOCTb JIMHrBMCTMHeCKHX HCCJie^O 
BaHHH B o6^aCTH KJIHHHHeCKOH H 3KCnepMMeHTaJlbH0H 3H 
AOKpMHOJiorMM, 06ycii0BJieHHbix TeM, 4T0 3T0 ApeBHeiima 
TepMMHOJiorHHi, Ha npHMepe k o to p o h  mojkho npocjie^MT 
nyrn  CTaHdB^eHMH, pa3BHTpm h ycoBepmeHCTBOBaHHH Tep 
mmhob, peajiH3auHio ceMaHTHHecKHx npoueccoB , onpe^e  
jieHHbie TenneHUHH, cnocoGbi h  MeToaw c^0B006pa30BaHMa 
a T aoce  4>yHKii:H0HHp0BaHHe s th x  MeTO^OB hm chho b c4>ep< 
Me^HiiHHbi. SatauoHeme. MccjieAOBaHH^r SH/ioKpMHOJioraqe 
CKOH TepMMHOJIOTHH Ha ypOBHe JIHHrBHCTH^eCKHX Ha6jTK> 
,aeHHH (JjyHKIJHOHHpOBaHHH B CJIOBapflX H Hay^Hbix Tpy^a: 
He TOJibKO n03B0JDH0T BbmejiHTb jiHHTBHCTHHecKHe acneKTb 
np0(J)eccH0HajibHbix TepMHHOB, h o  h  noMoraK)T cneunajiH- 
CTaM 3TOH o6jiaCTH Me^HI^HHbl B COBepIUeHCTBe BJia^eTb 3TH- 
MOJiorneH cneiiHajiH3HpoBaHHbix TepMHHOB.
KniOHeBbie cjioea: jiHHrBHCTHKa; SĤ oKpHHOJiorHHecKMf;
TepMMH; KjiHHHHecKaH TepMHHOJiom^; OHOMacTHKa; 3noHH- 
MM4eCKMH TepMMH
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